This paper reports on a technique f o r specihing concurrent systems by wing a formal specification language with reflective computation mechanism. W e call the specifications written by a reflective language redective specifications. 
Introduction

LOTOS (Language of Temporal Ordering Specification)
[2] which has been developed for formal specification of communication systems, has the powerful constructs for describing concurrency, nondeterminism, synchronous and asynchronous interaction, and interruption. LOTOS lias been standard-.ized in International Organization for Standardization (ISO), and its many practical application examples have been reported.
Reflection or reflective compntation[lO, 121 in a program i s a mechanism to access and modify its execution states which its executor has. This mechanism allows us to change dynamically the computational semantics of programs during their execution. Reflection mechanism provides expressive power and flexible enhancement for programming languages. In general, reflective facilities cause to introduce two level descriptions of programs -object level descriptions and meta-level descriptions. The object level descriptions are considered as data of its meta-level descriptions. As well as programs, the reflection allows us to construct comprehensive specifications of complex systems.
Specifications written in LOTOS consist of behaviour specifications which define the observable interaction sequences of the systems, and data specifications. We have introduced reflection facilities to behaviour specificatiou parts in order to define complex behaviour in simple and natural way. LO-TOS) . In this paper, we discuss the benefit of applying the reflective languages to formal specifications by using RLOTOS. We call the specifications written in a reflective language reflective specifications. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 and section 3 are introductory sections for LOTOS and for RLOTOS respectively. In section 4, we show an example of the specification written in RLOTOS -a MINIX operating system. Furthermore we discuss the method to construct comprehensive formal specifications by using reflective languages and investigate applicability of the reflective language to formal specification in section 5. The essential point of comprehensiveness is that the meta properties of the system such as control characteristics can be specified separately from the object level properties.
Our enhanced version of LOTOS is called R L O T O S (Reflective
LOTOS
The descriptions written in LOTOS consist of behaviour specifications and data specifications. The formal semantics of LOTOS is based on CCS [S] for behaviour specification and on Algebra of Abstract Data Type(ADT) for data specification. B1 and E2 are executed in parallel mid synrhronously B1 and B2 are executed in prude1 and synchronously Parallel specifications define the observable behaviour, i.e. interaction sequences of the systeiri to be specified. The system to be specified is captured acl a set of processes communicating with each other at their gates. These processes may be decomposed iiito several subprocesses hierarchically. The atomic unit of the interaction is an event, and it is dso an unit of synchronized interaction. The process description contains the behaviour eqression defining the observable behaviour of the process. LOTOS has several constructors for behaviour, e.g. '.; (action prefiz)" and ">> Table 1 .
Intuitively speaking, the event "g ?x:int", where g is a gate name, represents the input of an integer through the gate g and the wsigiiment of the input data to the variable x. The event "g !a" where "a" is a value stands for an output of the value "a" through the gate g. where "in", "middle", and "out" are gate names. This specification specifies the system w shown in Figure 1 is an example of behaviour eqression. This behaviour expression shows two kinds of event sequences may occur in parallel. They communicate to each other synchronizing with the gate "middle" expression in the left hand side of "1 synchronously the integer value x, w through the gate 5n", to the right hand side through the gate "middle". The right hand side can receive the value only if the value is not 0 because the conis attached. The operator "hide operator and it shileds off the specified events from the external environment. Thus the event "middle" is not. observed from the outside of the buffer. Actually the behaviour expression provides an event sequence %, out" as an observable behaviour. And it represents the right hand receives the value, and then outputs it throu h the gate "out". The gate names with variables aiidror values such aa "in ?x:int" and "out !y" are syntactically called "actiondenotation", and semantically denote the events which We will show another example. 
where operations "> (greater than)","< (less than or equal to)" are supposed to be defined in the integer module by usual way, and 5 is an abbreviation of s(s(s(s(s(0))))). This description provides a behaviour or control structure ai9 shown in Figure 2 . In this example, the system gets an integer number, if it is greater than 5, the system puts out the number which is added by 1. And if it is less than or equal to 5, the system puts out the number as it is. The essential information of this transition rules is a current state (a; B) and a pair of the next possible event (a) and the next state (B). Thus we can change and control the trailsition by providing the iiext events and the next states explicitly. A behaviour expression described in the meta level provides a next event and a next state for the executioii of the behaviour expressions in the object level.
LOTOS with Reflection
The behaviour expressions in the meta level can be constructed by the same constructors as the object level, which are shown in Table 1 . Figure 3 shows how the meta level of RLOTOS interprets the object level. In the case of the original LOTOS, it can be considered that the only one meta process interpreter interprets the behaviour expressions of the object level processes and executes them following the transition rules. In the interpreter, the LOTOS source codes in object level or descriptions are handled as data themselves. Since terms in abstract data types express data, we should establish the method to define LOTOS descriptions with the tewna. As discussed in [7], behavior expressions and other syntactic categories of LOTOS can be defined as terms of abstract data types, whose constructors are the operators mentioned the previous section such as action prefix, enabling operator, choice operator and so on. We uses the sort names Event and Bexp to express the syntactic categories "action-denotation" and "behavior expression" respectively. For simplicity, we will use the notation 'in ?x:int' to express a term denoting the action-denotation "in ?x:int" in this paper. The sort of 'in ?x:int' is Event.
In RLOTOS, we can specify the meta processes and they communicate with the interpreter through the special gates called reflective gates in order to control the execution of the object level. We have three reflective gates -"currentg", "nextg", and "controlg", which are used for referring to information about the execution of the object level description and for changing its behaviour. In addition, we should note that the meta processes can communicate with the object level processes except for reflective gates. However, we do not use these communications to specify the systems by the reason mentioned later.
A behaviour expression to be currently executed is passed through the reflective gate "currentg." The reflective gate "nextg" outputs a set of pairs of a next possible event in and the expression after the next event occurs, i.e. a next event and a next state. Both of them are represented as ADT terms. If you change the execution of the object level process dynamically during its execution, you send to the gate "controlg" a pair of a new event and a new behaviour expression corresponding to the next state. It may be different from one specified by labelled transition rules of LO-TOS. You need not specify an interpreter process but the meta processes and the object level processes in FUOTOS. Figure 4 shows how to access and how to control the execution by using reflective gates. The meta process proceeds to the next step of the execution of the object level whenever it outputs to controlg.
Specifications in RLOTOS
ten in RLOTOS is as follows. specification <specification identifier> ... 
tem
In this section, we introduces a typical example of a specification written in RLOTOS -MINIX operating system. We use the control mechanism of the meta processes to the object processes to s ecify the example. Control features and the normal gehaviour of the example systems are described separately in the meta level and in the object level. To clarify the s e p e ration and to construct comprehensive specifications, we have not used the cominunication mechanism between the object level and the meta level except for reflective gates as shown in 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Figure 8 shows the structural difference between the reflective specifications and the usual specifications, and helps readers understand the reflective specification of the example.
Maa b v o l
MINIX Operating System, UNIX compatible operlayers aa shown in Figure 5(a) . The processes in the layers 2, 3, and 4 are running in (pseudo) parallel, communicating with each other using messages. The lowest level layer, the process manager, provides a model of sequential processes for the higher level layers. It selects a process from the higher layer processes which are waiting for running, and switches rapidly a running process to the selected one. The scheduling mechanism, i.e. the way to select a process for its running, is a priority scheduling using a three-level queuing system. Each level corresponds to the layer 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 5 (a , and round robin scheduling is used within it. The processes in the layer 2, i.e. 1/0 tasks, have thc highest priority, the memory manager(MM) and the file server(FS) in the layer 3 are next and the user processes are the lowest priority. A process cannot be running until no processes with the higher priority are ready to run. Thus the memory manager or the file server is selected as a running process if no 1/0 tasks are ready to run.
Message passing mechanism between MINIX processes is baaed on rendezvous principle. The processes communicate with each other by using two system calls -send and receive. If the send system call is done before the corresponding receive system call, the sending process is blocked until the receive is done. Similarly, if the receive is done before the send, the receiver waits until the send ir executed in the sender process. The process manager maintains the queue ready4 which consists of three sub queues of the process identifiers. Each sub queue holds the runnable ready to run) processes in each layer as shown in kigure 6 . We can have the following description of the abstract data type "Readyqueue". abstract data types in RLOTOS. In this description, several operators for general queues such as "remove" and "first" are used and are defined in [2]. "first(queue)" and "remove(queue)" produce the first element at the end of the queue and the queue after the first element is removed respectively. Figure 5 (b). The independent LOTOS parallel processes are executed in the arbitrary interleaving of their events.
A process in the meta level controls the interleaving of the events of the processes in the object level such as the Disk Task, the memory manager, the file server, and the user processes. The ineta level process takes off the events in the ready or blocked processes from the candidates of the next possible events, even if they can occur next by LOTOS transitioii rules. It uses the built-in operator of RLOTOS "processid", where "processid( event)" produces a process identifier which participates in "event". This identification of the running process's event can be made by comparing "running-pid" , which holds the running process identifier, with the value of "processid(event)" .
"Timeout" event lets the process manager know the time comes when it should switch the running process. When the tinieout occurs, the process manager adds the running process to the ready-q queue and selects the process with the highest priority from the ready4 queue as a new running process. The operation "pick-process" defined in ADT computes the process identifier with highest priority. The process identifier of the new running process is assigned to the running-pid. Message passing niechanism can be defined in the ineta level. The sender process offers a send event, and it corresponds to calling a send system call in MINIX. The process manager checks if the receiver process has been blocked to receive the message, i.e. waiting for arrival of the message. The receive-q queue holds the blocked receiver processes which are waiting for the corresponding send systein calls. If the receiver process is in the queue, the sender process continues the send event offer and the receive event occurs in the receiver process successively. After that, the process manager removes the receiver from receive-q and adds it to ready-q. That is to say, the receiver process becomes ruunable. In contrast with the above case, if the receiver is iiot in receiveq, i.e. the corresponding receive system call does iiot happen yet in it, the sender becomes blocked and is added to send-q.
Both send4 and receive4 have pairs of a sender and a receiver process identifier. The behaviour structure of the meta processes for MINIX'S process management part is shown in Figure 7 and its description by RLOTOS is as follows. 
MINIX
Discussion
In the previous section, we introduced a typical example of the reflective specification, i.e. specification written in the reflective language. First, we will discuss its difference from the specification written in non-reflective language. The next problem is which kind of system we can apply a reflective language effectively to, and how to construct a reflective specification. We will also discuss the considerable method for constructing reflective specification.
Reflective Specification and Non-
To clarify the characteristics of reflective specification, we introduce the MINIX specification written in Driginal LOTOS language, which is non-reflective. ... ... (newpid, newevent, ready-q, send-q, receive-q, running-pid)
1 endproc endproc endspec
We should note that the above code includes the notation which cannot be used in original LOTOS syntax for readability. Its behaviour structure is very similar to the RLOTOS version mentioned in the previous section. Sans serif type style in the above code stands for the LOTOS statements different from the RLOTOS description. We have to introduce a new process called "executioxuequest". This process receives the requests for executing an event from the processes in the layers 2, 3, or 4, and then nsks the processmanager if the requested event can be executed or not. Suppose that the DiskTask process will execute the event sequence "action#l, action#2, -a'' for disk drive control. These events in the sequence are controlled by the processmanager. Thus the DiskTask process requests the grant for the execution of action#l before starting its execution by instantiating the executioniequest process. The process communicates with the processmanager through the gate "port".
If the execution is granted, the processmanager responds with "ack" and the cxecutionrequest process exits. Otherwise, ''nack is replyed and the executionrequest continues requesting the execution until it is granted. For example, the action#l is executed only if the corresponding ack is returned. We have the event "port!Disk!Tnsk!terniinated" in the next line of the statement "action#l;". The processmanager issues this event iiiimediately after the request of action#l is granted. The event forces the successive execution of act,ion#l. This request-response(ak or nack) mechanism controls the execution of the event step by step. Thus we must. embed the events and the processes for this request-response mechanism between the lines of the LOTOS code in each object level process. In the MINIX example, we have modeled separately a process controller named processmanager (a process in layer 1) and the processes (in layer2,3, and 4) controlled by the controller. If we use a non-reflective language, we should embed into the the controlled processes the mechanism to control themselves by the information obtained from the controller. See the statements printed in sans serif fonts in LOTOS code, and the shaded parts in Figure 8 . It results in the complex descriptions which are difficult for us to understand. If we use a reflective language, this control mechanism is hidden behind the reflective procedures and we can concentrate on specifying the essential behaviour of the controlled processes. The description of the object level is simple and we can understand easily what processes are performed in MINIX.
The essential point of the reflective specification is the explicit separation of the meta properties such as control characteristics from the object level properties of the system. Thus we have not employed the communications between the object level processes and the meta processes in our examples. The reflective languages have much expressive power. However the complicated communications between the object level processes and the meta processes bring the specification writers and the readers into confusion. The restriction that communications between object level processes and nieta processes shonld not be employed in our technique results in comprehensive specifications, and seems to he important for applying the reflective languages to formal specification.
How to Construct Reflective Spec%-cation
Next, we will discuss how to construct a reflective specification. The first thing we should do to specify a system is to identify ineta properties. How to identify them depends on specification methods for reflective languages. Scheduling, fault recovery, exception handling, and monitoring can be considered as meta features, so reflective languages are useful to specify the systems with these facilities. We also have experienced specifyin several kinds of system --a fault tolerant system[& a lift control system[ll, communication protocols, software development process [8] , and an interpreter for LOTOS-T (LOTOS with time concept)[3. The way to separate the meta level and the object 1 eve1 depends 011 the domain of the systems to be specified, so we can construct specification patterns or styles according to the domain of the systems. These patterns help us to construct the reflective specifications. Four specification styles -monolithic, stateoriented, constraint-oriented, resource-oriented st les -only for original LOTOS has been proposed641. We can also extend these styles to ones suitable for reflective languages.
Object oriented analysis[9 can be effectively appecially identification of the meta properties included in the systems. In object oriented paradigm, information is encapsulated into objects. Information encapsulation may result in the complicated coinmunications for the objects to obtain the global information. Su pose that the lift control system such as discussed in 711. Each lift always communicates with a scheduler, which holds the state of all lifts, to decide where it should go next. When we depict its object interaction diagram [9] , many communicat,ions is centralized to the scheduler object. Such objects can be considered as meta level objects. Thus we focus on the objects to which communications are centralized. The same situation has appeared in the MINIX example as shown in Figure 8 . This method for identifying the meta objects can be embedded to OOA and we can have reflective object oriented method.
Supporting tools for reflective specifications should provide separative supports for object level descriptions and for meta level descriptions. It+ is a further research as well as the efficient execution of the reflective descriptions such a.. [5] .
